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Pure Innovations 2020
FlashArray//C with QLC
Modern Data Experience
- accelerate core applications
- modern data protection
- enable multi-cloud
Fast Data Access
All-QLC FlashArray//C
Flash for every workload with //C
- Apps and VMs - provision high performance workloads to //X, lower performance /
high capacity workloads to //C
- Modern Data Protection & Disaster Recovery - on-premises production applications
on //X efficiently replicated or backed up to //C at DR site
- User File Shares - User file access with Purity 6.0 via SMB, NFS
Use cases
- workload consolidation
- data protection
- disaster recovery
Workload consolidation
- more and more “business-critical” workloads
- complex storage systems from multiple vendors
- IT is required to do more with less
- Manage everything from a single pane of glass
Other workloads

Disrupting Storage economics
- shipping all-QLC now
- close to matching the acquisition cost of hybrids
- provides customers with much better TCO, plus superior data services
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FlashArray files into the //C platform
Customer Needs
- enormous capacity needs - DC footprint must scale down as capacity grows
- frustration with hybrid systems - large footprint, high power and cooling costs,
latency of HDD access leads to inconsistent performance and wasted capacity
- availability and reliability - HDD failures drive service costs and decrease storage
efficiency
- cost effective - QLC drives AFA acquisition cost to compete with Hybrid, TCO tips
the scale
Customer Needs
Modern Workflows
- API driven for full automation
- Replication for data protection and test / dev
- Hybrid cloud mobility
- cloud based, AI driven management: Pure1
Modern Business Models
- evolving consumption models
- High availability, non-disruptive upgrades, proactive support
Experience with QLC
What is QLC NAND?

Scaling Bit Density

Problems with QLC

QLC is hard

DirectFlash

DirectFlash

Best in class write amplification

Solving QLC - endurance and performance
Putting it together
Read Optimization - Deep / wide characterisation, adaptive tuning, soft decode
LDPC
Read Disturb - Unique caching addresses read disturb specifically
Retention - can’t avoid, so minimise wear and offload data movement
Multi-pass programming - be very careful with buffering and power loss

Purity FA6 Overview
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Hybrid Cloud K8S with vSphere and Pure Storage
Why K8S on VMware [screenshot]
There’s still going to be a need to run virtual machines
VMware and K8S [screenshot]
Container Storage Interface [screenshot]

Cloud-native storage in vSphere [screenshot]
Storage classes [screenshot]
Simplicity [screenshot]
Two Pure Options [screenshot]
Policy-based Storage Provisioning [screenshot]
vVols are a key part of hybrid cloud. Why? Data mobility.
A data vVol = integrated virtual RDM
There is no VMFS on them, no VMDK encapsulating them
1st Class on the array and in VMware [screenshot]
Persistent Volume Claims [screenshot]
Pure Service Orchestrator [screenshot]
Storage Classes with PSO [screenshot]
Hybrid Cloud [screenshot]
Pure Cloud Block Store [screenshot]
CBS for AWS [screenshot]
And back ... [screenshot]
*Demo
Purity FA CloudSnap [screenshot]
Indirect to Purity to CloudSnap [screenshot]
Purity 6 Volume tagging
Freedom of Choice [screenshot]
PSO or CNS? [screenshot]
Moving Forward [screenshot]
Bloggers [screenshot]

